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Introduction:  This was the third annual Circulation Forum.  The previous ones have been 
free-form discussion about circulation problems and work-arounds.  The Circ Forum II 
that follows is planned as breakout sessions for academic libraries, public libraries and 
consortiums.   
 
New listserv, InnoCirc: http://lists.umd.umich.edu/mailman/listinfo/innocirc and 
scroll down to: “Subscribing to InnoCirc.”  This is a good place to discuss enhancements 
prior to ballot and to talk about what to do about those items that did not make it to the 
ballot. 
 
Audience composition:  half public, half academic, one special (military), 10-12 
consortium libraries. 
 
Question: Do circulation issues get the brush-off from III?  One site discussed a problem 
they had with getting a quick resolution to an incorrect billing on a patron record.  The 
patron was extremely anxious to get it fixed and III didn’t seem to be working on it.   
 
Billed items that are later declared lost generate a second bill.  This is not only unfair, but 
also very confusing and not good PR.  III has proposed some roundabout methods of 
dealing with the issue, but no real solutions.  The suggestion to ignore the problem on the 
theory that we always forgive billed items anyway does not solve the problem and for 
some libraries the city charter will not allow this.   
 
Claims returned:  When a ‘claims returned’ item is found and/or returned and checked-in, 
the status in the patron record still shows that the patron has used the claims returned 
option.  The claims returned count can be added to but never subtracted from.  III says 
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the status in the patron record should be altered and available in 2003, however one site 
reported that the Help Desk can give you the ability to reset the claims returned counter.  
Even so, the claims returned must be made before the overdue item becomes a bill.  The 
suggestion was made to mark the item as ‘missing’ and not ‘claims returned’.  No perfect 
solution exists right now.  There is a related issue which has been discussed at previous 
forums in that claimed returned items checked in at a location other than the owning 
location do not get the claimed returned notes cleared on either the patron or item record.  
This is because the item goes into transit and the claimed returned status is no longer 
linked to the item when it gets to its home location.   
 
In transit:  Some libraries are concerned that when the in-transit status automatically 
disappears after a set number of days, intervening holds are missed when check-in at the 
home library is not done.  (This is a new option with Release 2002).  Check in at the 
home library is not always routinely being done to save time and some workers view it as 
unnecessary.  In addition, if the hold is a bib level and the check-in is ignored it never 
becomes an item level hold.  III is designing something that would flag in-transit items 
that have holds. 
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